
Matthew Barr Human Centered Designer

Education Design Experience

Skills

matthew.thomas.barr@gmail.com

Washington, DC

• Human Centered Design Process

• Design Research

• Strategic Planning

• Rapid Prototyping

• Journey Mapping

• Monitoring & Evaluation

• Workshop Facilitation

• Storytelling

• Public Speaking

• Fundraising 

• Business Model Development

• Program Management

• Partnerships Development

•     Assisted the branding, product design, and distribution model for health startups 

•     Co-created research plans for business models related to STEM education recruitment   

      among inner city youth, and public school teacher wellness

•     Facilitated the human centered design process with startups focused on food insecurity 

       in low income communities and student-led place making efforts

Partnered with the Baltimore City Health Department, Johns Hopkins, local clinicians, and youth 

groups to reduce Baltimore’s STI rates, and normalizing sexual health testing experiences among 

Baltimore city youth. 

•     Created user-experience journey maps with youth participants

•     Proposed over 10 prototypes to improve the testing experience in city clinics 

•     Developed implementation guide for Baltimore clinics to execute agreed upon interventions 

Worked with a portfolio of social enterprise leaders to uncover and inform development strategies.

•     Conducted 18 interviews with key staff members

•     Created and distributed a report that synthesized key insights from the qualitative research

•     Facilitated a 2-day workshop with top level leadership to identify actionable next steps

The Social Innovation Lab is an early stage incubator that supports companies and organizations in 

Baltimore crafting innovative solutions to local and global problems. My role was to provide human 

centered design support to assist entrepreneurs in starting or scaling-up their social ventures. 

Recognizing the needs and behaviors of users to identify strategic opportunities for intervention, 

establish action plans, and execute with results.

Master of Arts, Social Design
Maryland Institute College of Art

May 2017
Baltimore, Maryland

Masters Thesis 09.16 - 05.17

Practice Based Studio 09.16 - 05.17

Designer in Residence – Humanim Social Enterprise Division 01.17 - 03.17

Design Fellowship – Johns Hopkins Social Innovation Lab 11.16 - 05.17

Bachelor of Science in
Business Administration 
Marquette University

May 2012
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Summa Cum Laude

Operations & Supply Chain Management

Entrepreneurship

Collaborated with Baltimore’s community members, non-profit partners, and local government 

employees to analyze the socio-economic consequences of vacant housing surplus in Baltimore. 

•     Conducted nearly 30 one-on-one interviews with community and topic experts

•     Facilitated a brainstorming workshop with community members and entrepreneurs

•     Completed thesis publication, documenting my research process, observations, and prototypes 

Technical

Design & Strategy

Operational

• Salesforce

• Adobe InDesign 

• Adobe Spark - Video Software

• Geckoboard – M&E Software

• Microsoft Office & Excel

• Keynote

• Prezi – Presentation Software

•      Johns Hopkins Armstrong Institute for Patient Safety and Quality - Developed prototypes that 

       strive to ensure accurate patient identification techniques for hospital staff and patients

•     Maryland Transit Administration - Completed field observations to create journey maps that 

      report on the Baltimore Bike Share program’s goal to create equitable transportation options for    

      city residents

•     Gensler Architecture Firm - Designed place making and programmatic plans to establish a stable 

      work environment for a social enterprise that hires individuals with barriers to employment

Collaborated with partners in Baltimore during an intensive one-year, interdisciplinary, practice-

based graduate program that prepares social designers to understand and address the challenges 

facing society.  

Design Researcher & Strategist – MICA Center for Social Design 09.16 - 05.17

http://www.humanim.com/social-enterprise
https://ventures.jhu.edu/sil/
http://www.micasocialdesign.com/


Professional Experience

Additional Experience

Publications

Awards

Leadership

Marquette University Research 
and Innovation Council 09.2017
Selected with a variety of alumni and 

community leaders to advise Marquette 

University on how to create an ecosystem of 

social innovation within the classroom, on 

campus, and within the greater Milwaukee area. 

The Leaders Disrupting Higher 
Education, and What We Can Learn 
from Them 01.2016
Interviewing leaders within the field of higher 

education, this blog entry helps to articulate 

what it takes to infuse social innovation into 

America’s higher education institutions.

Founder and President of the 
Marquette Changemakers 09.2010
Established and led a student group that 

partners with faculty and administration to 

embed social innovation concepts into the 

classroom and university’s culture. Since 

founding the Marquette Changemakers in 

2010, this student group is still active on 

campus, and pursuing the same mission.

Ashoka has built the world’s largest network of social entrepreneurs seeking to solve the world’s 

greatest problems. The Executive in Residence team facilitates shared value collaborations between 

corporate executives and social entrepreneurs. During my time as the program’s manager, I was 

responsible for: 

•     Leading the marketing, impact evaluation, budgeting, operations, and partnerships   

      development efforts

•     Evaluating, selecting, and scoping feasible pro-bono projects that push corporate  

      executives to learn new skills, and become more empathetic leaders

PARTNERSHIP DEVELOPMENT
•     Facilitated the growth of a healthy pipeline of potential funding partners at a division     

       responsible for over $3.5 million in annual fundraising

•     Created strategic, compelling and multi-faceted proposal materials while nurturing

      internal/external relationships to secure funding partners

•     Brokered a capacity building partnership, which advanced the team’s ability to measure  

      its social media presence and impact

OPERATIONS 
•     Managed daily operations for over 20 team members, including global colleagues

•     Operationalized business intelligence tools that recorded real time metrics, optimized 

       team resources, and created efficiencies resulting in course correcting action

•     Synthesized project management outcomes and a best practice critical path

Ashoka Changemakers is an online platform which runs competitions to frame critical issues, con-

vene funders, experts, practitioners, and spark action towards shared goals. As a part of this team, I 

was tasked with:

•     Ordered and managed inventory for multiple top tier customer accounts

•     Analyzed customer supply chain and forecasting metrics

•     Volunteered as a Supply Chain Procurement Representative to support work aimed at     

      eradicating malaria in The Republic of Ghana

During my time as an undergraduate student I worked with a member of the Milwaukee commu-

nity to develop a business that collects and composts food and yard waste, with the mission to hire 

recently released offenders. While working on the plan I was responsible for:

•     Pitching and presenting the business concept to potential investors

•     Investigating the feasibility of the venture: collecting consumer demographics, insights, 

      and market data

Senior Intrapreneur Ashoka - Executive in Residence 06.15 – 08.16

Intrapreneur Ashoka – Changemakers 06.14 – 06.15

Customer Supply Chain and Inventory Analyst – SC Johnson 06.12 – 05.14

Entrepreneur - Second Chance Soil 01.12 – 07.12

Baltimore Corps - Finalist 05.2017
A competitive cohort of professionals 
selected by a local panel to be placed 
in strategic roles within city wide public, 
private, and non-profit sector organizations. 

Most Outstanding Entrepreneurship 
Student - Marquette University 05.2012

Most Outstanding Supply Chain 
Student - Marquette University 05.2012

http://ashokau.org/blog/the-leaders-disrupting-higher-education-and-what-we-can-learn-from-them/
http://ashokau.org/blog/the-leaders-disrupting-higher-education-and-what-we-can-learn-from-them/
http://ashokau.org/blog/the-leaders-disrupting-higher-education-and-what-we-can-learn-from-them/
https://www.ashoka.org/en/program/executive-in-residence
https://www.changemakers.com/
http://www.scjohnson.com/en/home.aspx

